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National Parks at Night 
Partner Information Packet

Who we are 
National Parks at Night (NPAN) is a unique workshop program focused solely on teaching  
night photography within national parks. Our team of educators includes diverse and respected  
photographers and authors: Gabriel Biderman, Tim Cooper, Matt Hill, Lance Keimig and  
Chris Nicholson. 

What we do 
Our group is teaching only once per national park location. We are kicking off our inaugural year 
with 5 workshops.  Our classes are sized to balance personal instruction with a profitable venture. 
Our goal is two instructors and 16~18 attendees. 

Our Audience: 
We command a combined reach of over 120,000 social impressions. We also have 5,000 opt-in 
email subscribers who are avid devotees of photography. The master brand, plus each of us,  
promotes all the messaging for greatest amplification.

How we do it  
Launched in October 2015, our website NationalParksAtNight.com is the hub of our experience. 
Our blog will roll out in February 2016. Weekly postings will feature educational articles on night 
photography, gear tips and tricks, photo-related news and information about the national parks. 
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Gear is integral
Check out our Gear page, which highlights what we use for our own photography. Our approach 
includes a personal blurb from each instructor detailing our most desirable features. 

Where we have conversations 
Our budding social media accounts are Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. We’re starting our 
twice-weekly social program (Tuesdays and Thursdays) in January 2016. 

The word is spreading 
We have already secured a few key partners/sponsors. But we are very selective about choosing  
partners. Why? We want to avoid engaging in relationships that do not directly benefit our  
workshop attendees. 

Here is what we love. You are already a part of our existing workflow. We use your products or  
services. Come join us for what is sure to be a successful and highly enjoyable journey! 

Benefits of being an NPAN Partner 
We will actively include your brand in our Gear page, blog posts and social media. Chances are that we 
are already speaking of you. 

We will shortly be adding the Sponsors page on our website. It will include your logo, a link to your 
website, and a brief description of how you are supporting our program.

We are also open to doing guest blogs, Google Hangouts, seminars, webinars, speaking at conferences, 
etc. Just reach out and ask for one (or all) of us and we’d be happy to discuss the details. 
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See a gallery of our images from National Parks

What we’d like to ask of you 
Most important is a tangible benefit to our workshop attendees. 
Consider a discount on your services or products, some support 
at our workshops in the form of loaner gear (other ideas  
welcome), or some branded premiums (the latter being more  
fun than useful). Let’s focus on making your participation  
meaningful to workshop attendees without being interruptive  
of the workshop experience. 

Benefits for our instructors 
We ask for long-term loaner gear or a helpful service discount. Again, creative ideas are welcome. 
The more we know about your products and services, the more likely we are to genuinely  
recommend it to our audience and students. 

Speaking engagements 
We have committed to several speaking engagements in 2016: OPTIC Imaging Conference,  
PhotoPlus Expo, Photoshop World, Out of Chicago, Photographic Society of America and  
more, plus recorded seminars at the B&H Event Space in New York City. All these events have  
sponsorship opportunities.  

Help us spread the word 
Finally, we ask that you commit to helping us spread the word about our workshops and blog posts 
via your media channels. If you have an events list on your website, we’d love if you could add our 
workshops. If you connect us to your media gurus, we can alert them about key messages for  
amplification. This is reciprocal – we are happy to raise awareness of your messages that apply to 
night photography and/or national parks. 

At the heart of this, our workshop attendees’ experience is paramount. Your participation will add 
to it and not be an add-on. Let’s imagine how that can happen, together.

Contact us:
Gabriel Biderman gabe@ruinism.com
Tim Cooper  timcooperphotography@mac.com
Matt Hill  matt@matthillart.com
Lance Keimig lancekeimig@gmail.com
Chris Nicholson chris@photographingnationalparks.com

General Inquiries adventure@nationalparksatnight.com
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